
 
 
 

PRELIMINARY LIST OF EXHIBITORS 
 

EXHIBITOR PRODUCT INDEX COUNTRY 

ACRON POLYMER 

Manufacturing company of construction 
materials on the new technology of polymer-

sand composition                                                 
Production of plastic products. 

Russia 

AKKU-ENERGO 

Engineering company "Akku-Energo" is an 
exclusive distributor of GNB Industrial Power a 

division of Exide Technologies Concern. It carries 
out complex deliveries of industrial electrical 

equipment, design projects, capital renovations, 

reconstruction of operative DC systems for 
electric power plants and substations and other 

DC installations. 

Kazakhstan 

ALFA-PRO VENT 

For more than 10 years is engaged in the sale of 

ventilation equipment and components for the 
installation of ventilation systems, chillers, 

rooftops, fan coils and air conditioners. 

Kazakhstan 

ALMALYK MINING AND 
METALLURGY COMBINE 

The leading manufacturer of non-ferrous metals 
in Uzbekistan. Almalyk produces copper 

cathodes, zinc ingots, cadmium, selenium, 
tellurium, rhenium and etc. Also Almalyk started 

production of copper tubes for general purposes, 
grey and white cements. 

Uzbekistan 

ARHIFORMA-EXPERT Architecture, production MAF Kazakhstan 

ARTSTROY-ASIA 
Wallpaper, wooden mosaic, varnish-and-paint 

products 
Kazakhstan 

AS-AY LTD 

A multi-brand company in the market and 
represents the Republic of Kazakhstan the 

following brands: XCMG - construction and road 
machinery, drilling rigs, concrete and cement 

plants, tower and crawler cranes. HELI - storage 
equipment: forklifts, stackers, etc. SHANTUI - 

bulldozers and pipe layers. SHANBAO - crushing 

and screening equipment and machinery. 
AIRMAN - Japanese compressors and 

generators. 

Kazakhstan 

AZIA IMPORT 
Outsourcing of foreign trade activities, turnkey 

import from Russia to Kazakhstan, logistics. 
Kazakhstan 

BESSER-KORDAI 
Production of building materials (wall concrete 

blocks, facing brick, road and garden curb, 
Kazakhstan 



paving slabs) on a cement-sand basis using the 
semi-dry vibropressing method on Besser 

equipment (USA). 

BORUSAN MAKINA 

KAZAKHSTAN 

Manufacturer of generating installations, 
construction and mining equipment, American 

company CATERPILLAR in the territory of 
Kazakhstan. Loading and delivery machines for 

underground work, bulldozers, excavators, 
dump trucks, pipe layers, road mills, asphalt 

pavers, soil / pneumatic wheel rollers, generator 

installations of various capacities. 

Kazakhstan 

BULAK 

Sales of toilets, sinks, tubs, bath furniture, 

faucets in Kazakhstan. The company is a leader 
in the supply BULAK sanitary products in 

Kazakhstan. We offer a wide range of toilets, 
sinks, tubs and other plumbing. 

Kazakhstan 

CONCERN BAKARASSOV 

This neoteric innovative company has its own 

plant facilities in Almaty where it produces over 
100 types of the high-quality waterborne paints 

and lacquers under the trademarks of KaiZer 
and MeisterGut. More than that, the Company 

has a wide network of its representatives and 
dealers at the market of Eurasia which it 

continues to develop and promote, therethrough 

providing its clients and partners with the most 
up-to-date paint and lacquer materials and 

equipping them with the professional knowledge 
in the application techniques through regular 

trainings and master classes. 

Kazakhstan 

DARMINPROJECT 

Established and active since 2006. 
The company is engaged in the development of 

design estimates and work projects of industrial 
and civil facilities. 

Kazakhstan 

DAS ERSTE HAUS 

Roofing materials, repair and reconstruction, 
design of roofs and drainage systems, facades, 

windows and stained-glass windows. Also we are 
engaged in a bituminous tile Gaf, wooden, 

aluminum and wood-aluminum products from 

Belarus and Germany (windows, stained-glass 
windows, winter gardens and doors), modular 

and piece parquet, heating systems and facade 
materials. 

Kazakhstan 

ENTEC KAZAKHSTAN 
Automatic gates, sectional doors, rolling gates, 

sliding gates, swing gates, automatic doors, 
roller blinds, barriers, turnstiles, dubbing film. 

Kazakhstan 

GROUP OF COMPANIES 

SAVOIR FAIRE 

The products of CJSC "ZETO" in Kazakhstan is 
Savoir Faire Group Company. CJSC “ZETO” is 

one the leading Russian enterprises working on 
the development and production of 

disconnectors, earthing switches, busbar 
supports, rigid buses, non-linear surge arrestors, 
arrestors, compacts for 110kV open switchyards, 

SF6 transformators end circuit breakers, and 
other power equipment for power industry, oil 

and gas industries, agriculture, railways, 
subways and others. 

Kazakhstan 

KG POWER 
Diesel power plants, stationary diesel generator 

(DES on the frame), diesel generator (power 
plant) in the casing of the DGU / DES in 

Kazakhstan 



containers, gas generators, uninterrupted power 
sources. 

LED INNOVATIONS 

Professional lighting company in the market of 

Kazakhstan since 2013, which helps our clients 
to solve a wide range of tasks in the field of 

lighting engineering. 

Kazakhstan 

M GROUP KZ Engineering Kazakhstan 

KINGSPAN YAPI ELEMANLARY 
ANONYMOUS SHIRKETI IN 

THE REPUBLIC OF 

KAZAKHSTAN, 
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE Enclosing structures 

Kazakhstan 

ONTUSTIK KURYLYS SERVICE 
Reinforced concrete structures and products, 

metal. 
Kazakhstan 

PCA GROUP Sale of diesel power plants and generators. Kazakhstan 

POLIMERMETALL-T 

Largest domestic manufacturer, which produces 

the products of the category “construction 
materials”, such as wall and roof sandwich 

panels, metal tiles, finishing (shaped) 

accessories, profiled metal sheets, block-
modules. 

Kazakhstan 

PRENSOLAND S.A. 
The export of machinery for the manufacture of 

precast concrete elements around the world. 
Spain 

RANGE GROUP 
Dealers of the Uzbek plant for the production of 

PVC pipes, fittings, decor panels, roofing. 
Kazakhstan 

 
SLAVIC DOORS Entrance and interior doors 

Kazakhstan 

SMART CONSTRACTION 
Specialized construction work, construction and 

installation work, construction and building 

materials. 

Kazakhstan 

SPIRA-BERGA 

The plant produces polyethylene pipes for gas 

supply, water supply, sewerage, protection of 
electrical and fiber optic cables, drainage and 

irrigation systems. 

Kazakhstan 

STALFORM 
Formwork systems. Wall formwork, universal 
columns and flooring elements from leading 

Russian manufacturers. 

Kazakhstan 

STEEL TECHNOLOGY 

Оne of the leading 
formwork solutions for 

objects of civil and industrial construction. 
The company supplies equipment 

all over Kazakhstan and Central Asia. 

Uzbekistan 

STROYTORG-EXPO 

We have been selling construction and finishing 
materials since 2007. The basis of our activity is a 
wholesale trade, supply of stores and construction 

organizations with the following goods: 
> Drywall, insulation 

> Thermal insulation materials 
> Dry building mixtures 

> OSB slabs 
> LDF boards 

Various finishing materials, such as: 
> Floor skirting boards, thresholds 

> Paints and varnishes 
> Construction chemistry (mounting foam, 

rhemetics, liquid nails) 
> Water-based paint 

Kazakhstan 



> Sawn timber 
> Profile for drywall 

We supply products of such well-known companies 
and manufacturers as "Knauf insulation", 

"EGGER", "KronoSpan "AlinaTrade "SBS Group", 
"Metall-InvestKZ", "Zhambylgips", "Danogips", 

"Swisskrono", "Ursa" 

TANDAU TRADE 

Offers its services to anyone with plans to begin 
construction or repair. Here you can buy porcelain, 
brick, flooring, facing stone, building and finishing 

materials. 

Kazakhstan 

TANSU 

Oil processing plants equipment; oil heating 
boilers; 

steam boilers,with steam capacity from 300 to 
20 000 kg/h on all kinds of fuel; water boilers on 
solid fuel powered from 10 kW to 700 kW; state 

of the art automatic water boilers on liquid and 
gas fuel powered from 40 kW to 17 MW; electric 

boilers, powered from 8 to 500 kW; electric 
water heaters; LPG tanks; automatic burners, 

working on gas, light or heavy liquid fuel; 

tubular heating elements. 
Oil processing plants equipment; oil heating 

boilers; 
steam boilers with steam capacity from 300 to 

20 000 kg/h on all kinds of fuel; water boilers on 

solid fuel powered from 10 kW to 700 kW; state 
of the art automatic water boilers on liquid and 

gas fuel powered from 40 kW to 17 MW; electric 

boilers, powered from 8 to 500 kW; electric 

water heaters; LPG tanks; automatic burners, 
working on gas, light or heavy liquid fuel; 

tubular heating elements. 

Kyrgyzstan 

TOSHAFUS 

Company has launched elevator production 
process in 2013y, jointly with South Korean 

partners. Elevator assembly is practiced by 
original South Korean technology, and the 

essential parts, such as control panel and safety 
parts are imported directly from South Korea. In 

addition to production, the company provides 

the installment and the service for elevators. For 
today it has successfully installed about 900 

elevators for the government and private 
projects. 

Our Company is focused to attain a position of 

reliable, safe and technological manufacturer. 

Uzbekistan 

URAL STANDARD 

Ductile iron pressure pipes DN 80-1000mm with 
different types of joints (including solid joints) with 
inside cement-mortar lining.  Ductile iron pipes are 

designated for water supply and water disposal 
systems, fire fighting, irrigation, transportation of oil 
containing liquid products with operating pressure 

up to 6.4 MPa. DI pipes are certified for the 
conformity to the International Standards. 

Russia 

WL-ASTANA 

Supplies the most reliable, time-tested products for 
wastewater treatment, such as: industrial, rain, fat-

containing, oily, aggressive (acid, alkaline), 
infectious waste water, runoff from car washes, 

Kazakhstan 



with treated water return to recycling water supply, 
domestic wastewater from individual houses, 

domestic wastewater of villages, towns and cities. 

YERMOLAEV E.A. Stone processing equipment and tools for wood Uzbekistan 

ZZBO 

 

Stationary concrete plants with productivity from 7 
to 144 cubic meters per hour, compact concrete 
plants 15 ... 90 cubic meters per hour, cement 

silos, dosing complexes, concrete mixers of a wide 
model range, including twin-shaft concrete mixers 

and other components for RBU. 

Kazakhstan 

PRESS 

CONSTRUCTION HOUSE 
REPAIR 

Portal-magazine Kazakhstan 

FULCRUM Business magazine Russia 

INFO-CENTER Monthly Republican magazine Kazakhstan 

PROEKTANT Internet resource Russia 

STROITELNAYA ORBITA Industry magazine Russia 

STROYINFO Advertising and information magazine Kazakhstan 

STROYKA.KZ Portal-magazine Kazakhstan 

THE MARKET OF 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Magazine-directory Russia 

VIRA! 
Magazine about architecture, construction 

and home improvement 
Kazakhstan 

MODERN BUILDING 

CONSTRUCTIONS (SSK-

INFORM) 

Informational & Publishing Center Russia 

ZHANA KURYLYS Magazine about construction industry Kazakhstan 

VASH DOM Portal Kazakhstan 

STROY-К Magazine Kazakhstan 

BULLTIN OF INDUSRTY The publishing house Russia 
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